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Evaluating 

Mutual 

Funds 
 

Sometimes, trying to select a grocery product 

from the many offerings at the store can seem 

bewildering. But you can focus your decision-

making and make an informed choice by 

weighing the advantages and disadvantages of 

your options. This same approach can also 

apply to selecting mutual funds for your 

investment portfolio. 

Finding a Good Fit 

The mutual funds you choose for your portfolio 

should be well matched with your investing 

goals, risk tolerance, and investment time 

frame. If you have short-term goals or a low risk 

tolerance, you may want to consider a fund with 

a conservative investment strategy. Funds with 

a more aggressive focus and the potential for 

long-term growth may be a better fit for those 

investing for the long term and with a higher 

risk tolerance. 

Active or Passive 

Whether a fund is actively or passively managed 

is another factor to consider. Actively managed 

funds attempt to outperform the market by 

relying on the fund manager's skill in buying 

and selling securities at favorable prices. An 

active fund manager's expertise, experience, 

and past performance should be taken into 

account when evaluating these funds. 

Index (or passively managed) funds invest primarily in 

all or most of the securities that make up a particular 

market index, with the goal of imitating the index's 

return. Index funds generally have lower costs than 

actively managed funds as a result of less frequent 

trading. 

It's All Relative 

When selecting a fund, you'll want to know how well it's 

performing. Although past performance does not 

guarantee future results, it's helpful to compare a fund's 

returns with an appropriate benchmark index. And once 

it's part of your portfolio, knowing how your fund is 

doing compared to similar funds can help you determine 

if changes may be necessary to reach your goals. It's not 

unusual for performance to vary over time, but you might 

want to reconsider a fund that consistently performs 

below its benchmark. 

Keep Track of Changes 

A fund's strategy may change when a new manager is 

appointed. As a result, the fund may no longer be aligned 

with your original reasons for purchasing it. It's also 

possible your own goals, risk tolerance, and time frame 

have changed. Detailing the reasons why you've 

purchased a fund may help your decision-making when 

you're evaluating performance. You may want to 

occasionally check with your financial professional to 

confirm that your fund's objectives fit your portfolio as 

you intended. 

Disclaimer: You should consider the fund's investment objectives, 

charges, expenses, and risks carefully before you invest. The fund's 

prospectus, which can be obtained from your financial 

representative, contains this and other information about the fund. 

Read the prospectus carefully before you invest or send money. 

Shares, when redeemed, may be worth more or less than their 

original cost. 
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What’s 

Your 

Investing 

Style? 
 
Are you style conscious when it comes to fashion? 

What about when it comes to investing? Stock 

fund and portfolio managers follow different 

investing styles. Understanding them may help 

you make better investment choices.1 

Off the Rack vs. Custom 
One investment theory suggests that it's difficult 

to beat market performance, so investors might as 

well "buy the market." Known as passive 

investing, fund managers essentially aim to copy 

the performance of a market index (such as the 

S&P 500). The resulting funds, called index 

funds, hold the same securities in the same 

proportions as the indexes they follow. The only 

time managers switch investments is when the 

underlying index changes.2 

Active investing, on the other hand, means that 

fund managers strive to outperform a market 

index. Managers take different approaches to 

accomplish that goal. 

Some Like Growth 
Managers who follow a growth style investing 

strategy favor the stocks of established companies 

that typically deliver above-average growth in 

earnings and profits. These companies generally 

reinvest their earnings, a sign that they intend to 

keep growing. 

 

Some Prefer Value 
Managers who follow a value style investing strategy look 

for undervalued stocks that the managers feel may be poised 

for a comeback. Value stock prices may be low for a 

number of reasons: a company's earnings may have fallen 

short of estimates, the stock may be temporarily out of 

favor, or the entire industry or sector may be troubled. 

The Size Factor 
In addition to growth and value strategies, some managers 

focus on company size through a measure known as market 

capitalization, or market cap. This refers to the total dollar 

value of a company's outstanding stock at a specific point 

in time. The dollar ranges to determine market cap aren't set 

in stone, but there are general definitions: 

Large-cap stocks (blue chips) are stocks of the largest 

companies. They are generally well-known, established 

companies that have a significant share of the market for 

their products or services. Large caps are suitable for 

investors interested in the potential for long-term capital 

appreciation. 

Midcap stocks, those of medium-size companies, tend to be 

more volatile than large-cap stocks, but also offer the 

potential for long-term growth. 

Small-cap stocks are issued by small companies that are 

typically less well-established than larger firms. Small-cap 

stocks tend to be extremely volatile. Managers who favor 

small-cap stocks believe they offer the potential for rapid 

price appreciation.3 

1Investing in stocks involves risks, including loss of principal. 

2Indexes are unmanaged. It is not possible to invest directly in an 

index. Past performance is not a guarantee of future results. 

3Securities of smaller companies may be more volatile than those of 

larger companies. The illiquidity of the small-cap market may 

adversely affect the value of these investments.

 


